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ChapterChapter 5. Singular Points of Transaction (I): The Subject.
ForFor me the great question is
alwaysalways the question who390

what?.,what?., who?., no!
"Nott r391

If,, as the preceding chapters should have made clear, Derrida's understanding of
literaturee as archive and critique is (despite some tensions I have indicated) not
irreconcilablee with Beckett's project then staging what Derrida calls "points of
transaction"" between these two discourses should be possible. In the following three
chapterss I will confront the main foci of Beckett's project with Derrida's notion of
literaturee as archive and as law, and present three such points of transaction, as well
ass their limits. The present chapter will deal with the extent to which it is possible to
speakk about a human subject in Beckett and Derrida. More specifically, I will argue
thatt (in addition to there being no doubt that both deconstruct the self-present human
subject)) Beckett and Derrida institute precisely the delay of self-presence as the
sourcee of the authorial "I" (of what is no longer called the subject but the subjectile,
thee singular signature of the subject). This is the first (and also the least problematic)
pointt of transaction.
II have chosen this subject as a point of transaction because the exploration of
certainn effects of subjectivity is one of Beckett's most enduring concerns. I could
hardlyy do justice to Beckett's work without addressing it. On the other hand this
choicee requires, at least at first sight, a quite substantial bending of Derrida's
discourse:: Derrida, for reasons that will become clear below, almost always tries to
circumventt the word "subject." Despite this, as we shall see, under different names
andd granted specific precautions, the "effects of subjectivity" are an enduring concern
forr Derrida too. In this chapter I will start with an introduction to Derrida's position on
thee subject, then move on to an analysis of the functioning of the subject in Beckett's
novell The Unnamable. This in turn will prepare the ground for the discussion of the
ethicall and political implications of these two positions.

Derrida,, A Taste for the Secret, 41.
Beckett,, Complete Dramatic Works, 382.
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TheThe Perturbations of the Subject in Derrida

II have mentioned before that Derrida's interest in literature was originally
phenomenologicall in nature. Derrida's first Ph.D. thesis proposal, in 1957, had as a
provisionall title "The Ideality of the Literary Object." Its objective was to develop, with
thee help of Husserl's transcendental phenomenology, a "new theory of literature, of
thatt very peculiar type of ideal object that is the literary object."392 In fact, in an
intervieww given in 1992 Derrida indicated that the phenomenological way of looking at
literaturee remained relevant for him. When addressing the literarity of a text with the
helpp of phenomenological terms (like noesis -- the "real" side of intentional acts, and
noemanoema -- the "ideal" side of sense) he adds: "I believe this phenomenological-type
languagee to be necessary, even if at a certain point it must yield to what (...) puts
phenomenologyy in crisis as well as the very concept of the institution or
convention."393 3
II am bringing up here Derrida's early involvement with the work of Husserl to
remindd the reader that Derrida's formative period was focused on a philosophy that
positedd -- not only as the genesis, the "origin of the world" but also as its own starting
pointt -- a pure and constitutive consciousness. In order to see how Derrida moved on
fromm the philosophy that granted absolute privilege to consciousness (whether
empiricall or transcendental) to the thought of iterability, where the notions of the
subject,, ego or consciousness hardly ever make an appearance, we need first to
answerr the question, what is it that for Derrida puts phenomenology in crisis?394
Itt is not, as might be thought, phenomenology's complicity with the
metaphysicss of presence. This argument of Derrida's early texts still holds, but it is
nott enough to shake the foundations of phenomenology. In fact, this complicity is
evenn necessary: "[pjhenomenology can only make sense if a pure and primordial
3922

Jacques Derrida, "The Time of a Thesis: Punctuations," in Philosophy in France Today, ed. A. Montefiori
{Cambridge:: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 36-37.
Attridge,, ed., Acts of Literature 44-5. By insisting that, next to the noetic (intentional) aspect there is also a
noematicc aspect of literarity, Derrida in fact returned to his thesis-project on the ideality of the literary object.
Derrida'ss question what is "in" the text that "call(s) for the literary reading" and what "recalls) the convention,
institutionn or history of literature" (before it puts phenomenology "in crisis") addresses the noetic content of the
literaryy work.
3944
"On the French philosophical scene, the moment when a certain central hegemony of the subject was being
putt into question again in the 1960's was also the moment when, phenomenology still being very present, people
begann to become interested in those places in Husserl's discourse where the egological and more generally the
subjectivee form of the transcendental experience appeared to be more constituted than constitutive." Jacques
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presentationn is possible and given in the original."395 Paradoxically, it is precisely a
certainn imperfection of this complicity that puts phenomenology in crisis: the fact of
thee irreducible unity of presentation and representation which makes a "pure and
primordiall

presentation"
3977

presentation,"

impossible.396

This

unity,

called

by

Derrida

"re-

precedes the first step of phenomenology, namely reduction.

Thee argument of the unity of re-presentation is important in a two-fold manner.
Nott only is what Husserl called "the principle of all principles" (of evidence in the form
off original presentation) hereby brought in crisis. Furthermore, in a very subtle way,
whilee using Husserlian terminology of consciousness and auto-affection Derrida
givess it quite another content, one that no longer, or at least no longer necessarily,
addressess consciousness. The "experience" of the irreducible unity of "representation,"" (in the form of the irreducible unity of parallels, "the pure psychology of
consciousness"" and "the transcendental phenomenology of consciousness") is not
onlyy defined by Derrida as "life," but also as "self-relationship, whether or not it takes
placeplace in the form of consciousness"39* The self-relationship is thus no longer
conceivedd as necessarily a property of consciousness: this is a step in the direction
off Derrida's later work on the originary iterability of signs (we might speak of the
sign'ss "self-relation" or "re-presentation").
Thee fact that for Derrida this "experience" of "re-presentation" is always
constitutivee of every consciousness (or rather and more precisely, they are mutually
constitutive)) is the reason why Derrida's texts address notions like the singularity and
iterabilityy of a (subject's) signature rather than the notions of consciousness or of the
subjectt (transcendental or empirical) itself. "I would keep the name ["subject"]
provisionallyy as an index for the discussion, but I don't see the necessity of keeping
thee word "subject" at any price, especially if the context and conventions of discourse
riskk re-introducing precisely what is in question."399 Indeed, Derrida, after establishing
thee quasi-constitutive role of re-presentation (that would later develop into the notion
off iterability, the necessary condition of non-identical repetition) with respect to the
phenomenologicall subject did not engage in the discussions of the subject-related
Derrida,, "'Eating Well' or the Calculation of the Subject," in Derrida, Points, 263; "II faut bien manger," 277-8.
Derrida, Speech and Phenomena, 45; La voix et Ie phénomène (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France,
1967),, 50.
3966
On the "experience of unity of presentation and representation" see Lawlor, Derrida and Husserl. The Basic
ProblemProblem of Phenomenology, in particular p. 174.
3977
Derrida, Speech and Phenomena, 45; La voix et Ie phénomène, 50.
3988
Derrida, Speech and Phenomena, 14, my emphasis; La voix et Ie phénomène, 14.
3999
"Eating Well," in Derrida, Points, 259/273.
3955
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issuess (consciousness, existence, man) unless explicitly prompted. However, he did
nott thereby stop recognizing the necessity of a certain notion of the subject. 'The
subjectt is absolutely indispensable. I am not destroying but situating it. At a certain
levell of experience and philosophical or scientific discourse it is impossible not to use
thee notion of the subject. The question that remains however is where it comes from
andd how it functions."400
Nott only is the subject not rejected by Derrida, a certain notion of a subject is
evenn strongly linked to his engagement with literature. When expressing his interest
inn the meaning "Kierkegaard ...gives to the word subjectivity,"401 Derrida says that his
ownn interest in literature

stemss from the same gesture. It is not that I find literature desirable for
itss own sake, but that for me it also represents this singularity of
experiencee and of existence in its link to language. In literature what
interestss me is essentially the autobiographical.402

Inn order to underline that the subject is constituted by the effects of inscription ("representation,"" iterability) Derrida employs other terms in order to bypass this
problematicc notion -- "the autobiographical" mentioned above is one of those terms.
Otherr notions are "the signature," the "subjectile," and even "circumcision."
(Circumcisionn is the "moment of signature" that marks the "birth of the subject."403
Event,, signature and subject are united here, but, again, the event of "representation"" through the signature is inseparable from the "birth of the subject." It is
Jacquess Derrida, "Structure, Sign and Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences," in The Languages of
CriticismCriticism and the Sciences of Man, ed. Macksey and Donato {Baltimore and London: 1970), 271 (quote from
memory). .
4011
Derrida, A Taste for the Secret, 40-41.
4022
Derrida, A Tastetorthe Secret, 41. The autobiographical" does not refer to what we know as a genre of
autobiography.. "In literature what (...) interests me is essentially the autobiographical - not what is called the
'autobiographicall genre,' but rather the autobiographicity that greatly overflows the 'genre' of autobiography.
Indeed,, I find the vast majority of autobiographical novels not nearly autobiographical enough." Derrida, A Taste
forfor the Secret, 41. The autobiographical" in the sense Derrida proposes is that which explores the "singularity of
experiencee and existence and its link to language." Derrida, A Taste for the Secret, 41.
400
'Sous le nom de circoncision, je me demande souvent (...) s'il y a un evenement "reel" que je peux tenter, non
pass de me rappeler, bien sür, mais de réélaborer, de réactiver dans une sorte de mémoire sans representation ouu si c'est un leurre, un simulacre (mais alors d'oCi viendrait son privilege ?), un écran destine a la projection
figuréee de tant d'autre événements du même type, pour m'égarer autant que pour me guider. La circoncision
signifie,, entre autres choses, une certaine marque qui, venue des autres, et subie dans la passivité absolue, reste
danss le corps, et visible, indissociable sans doute du nom propre alors également recu de I'autre. C'est aussi le
momentt de la signature (de I'autre autant que de soi) par laquetle on se laisse inscrire dans une communauté ou
danss une alliance ineffacable: naissance du sujet. » Derrida, "Une "folie" doit veilier sur la pensee," 18, my
emphasis. .
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withh the institutive signature of circumcision - and not with the physiological birth thatt the autobiography of the subject begins.)
Thee importance of the subject to Derrida can be seen from his often-repeated
acknowledgmentt that his original interest was strictly speaking neither in philosophy
norr in literature, that he hesitated - and that the name he gave to this hesitation is
"autobiography."4044 Derrida characterizes what he calls the "autobiographical" dream
byy three questions: "Who am I? Who is me? What's happening?"405 It is a certain
experiencee of the "link to language"406 of subjectivity, i.e., precisely, "autobiography,"
thatt has drawn Derrida to literature. (And not only to literature - Derrida insists that
alsoo philosophy "has always been in the service of this autobiographical design of
1.407* *

memory..

)

Iff literature is understood as autobiography then everything that we have
addressedd as gathering or archiving is the gathering of a subject, in a double sense:
onn the one hand, the traditionally understood constitutive subject as the one who
gathers,, the one who has mastery and control over the gathered archive; on the
otherr hand, and more importantly, the constituted subject as the effect of the gesture
off gathering, the subject originating in total passivity and loss of mastery, as "the
gathered."" Returning to Derrida's reading of the subject's signature as the
"sponge,"4088 the subject (or more precisely, the signature) is the one who sponges
andd what is being sponged. They mutually presuppose each other and hence neither
iss absolute. There is no mastery over the gathered archive.
Thee "gathering of a subject" in its double sense is what is taking place in
Beckett'ss novel The Unnamable.409 In the following pages I am going to focus on
Beckett'ss inquiry into the problem of the self in this novel. Questioning the subject's
imagee determined by philosophical tradition (and, incidentally, by language410) The
4044

Derrida, "This Strange Institution Called Literature," 34, 41.
Derrida, "This Strange Institution Called Literature," 35.
Derrida, A Taste for the Secret, 40-41.
4077
Derrida, A Taste for the Secret, 41.
4088
Derrida, Signéponge/Signsponge, 64/65.
4099
As I mentioned before, this book deals with the English part of the bilingual, self-translated oeuvre of Beckett.
Whenn two page-locations are given for a single quote the first refers to the English source, the second indicates
thee location of the corresponding fragment in the French version.
4100
Beckett felt that the demand to confer identities is conditioned by language: we want to know who or what it is
thatt acts, speaks or is "acted upon" or "spoken about" because every proposition of our language requires a
subject,, or the specification of "what it is about." It is almost impossible to think anything without giving a
provisionall name to the subject matter. How difficult and idiosyncratic such a language would be can be seen in
WorstwardWorstward Ho! [1983] where Beckett experimented with operating English language without a grammatical
subject.. The text consists almost entirely of phrases in the imperative mood, elliptical sentences or sentencewords:: "On. Say on. Be said on. Somehow on. Till nohow on. Said nohow on." Beckett, "Worstward Ho!," 89.

4055

4066
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UnnamableUnnamable records a struggle between the Cartesian (constitutive) subject (or ev
itss stronger, Hegelian, totalizing version), and the sheer passivity of its other. The
Unnamablee /sthis "between."

TheThe "Unnamable" Subject in Beckett

TheThe Unnamable addresses the issues that Derrida identified as determining, from
thee very beginning, his intellectual pursuit. The novel is "autobiographical"411 in the
sensee ascribed to the term by Derrida. The Unnamable is a tour de force of a
fragmentedd self, whose "desolate," "obsessional," and "irradiated with flashes of lastditchh black humor" (so described by a critic upon its first appearance in print) "prattle"
askss the questions I have earlier quoted Derrida as asking: "Who am I? What's
happening?"" Or, in the Unnamable's words: "Am I animal, human or divine, awake or
dreaming,"" "perhaps it's a dream, all a dream, that would surprise me, I'll wake, in the
silence,, and never sleep again, it will be I, or dream, dream again, dream of silence,
aa dream of silence, full of murmurs."412 Derrida's professed "obsession with the

proteiform"proteiform"413413 would find its equal here. The Unnamable "writes" itself, or rather
beingg "written" - in multiple voices, without a hierarchy or even a consistent
distributionn among them. There is no way to ascertain whether the 'T' is in fact a
personn for, without interrupting its discourse it undergoes a series of incarnations or
avatars,, some of them animalistic, some god-like and (with the exception of Mahood
perhaps)) none of them decidedly and consistently human. We might try to identify the
speakingg subject with the "thing told'414 - but what if a number of contradictory things
aree "told"? We do not know who is speaking in The Unnamable (Malone's soul,
Mahood,, Worm?). Indeed, this is what keeps us going on reading in the case of The

Unnamable,Unnamable, its enigma: who is speaking and can the speech be interrupted? In t
sense,, this text could almost be read as a simple "whodunit," were it not that the
4111

The result of Derrida's claim that the subject is "constituted" rather than "constitutive'' is that the notions of
subjectivityy and authorship overlap. Just like the subject, the author is not understood here as the creator 'before'
thee text but rather as "someone who is himself determined by the text." Raoul Mortley, French philosophers in
conversation:conversation: Levinas, Schneider, Serres, Irigaray, Le Doeuff, Derrida (London [etc.]: Routledge, 1991).
4122
Beckett, Trilogy, 418.
4133
Derrida, "This Strange Institution Called Literature," 36.
4144
Ulrich Pothast argues that in Beckett's case, the "subject" is equivalent to the "thing told." ("[D]as 'Subjekt' setzt
nichtt die erzahlte Sache wie einen intentionalen Gegenstand aus sich heraus in die Welt des Werkes; sonder es
istist sie.") Pothast, Die eigentlich metaphysische Tatigkeit. Ober Schopenhauers Asthetik und ihre Anwendung
durchdurch Samuel Beckett, 305.
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elementt of satisfaction in the form of an answer or a solution is denied right from the
beginning:: the implausibility of information provided by the narrator makes it clear
thatt no solution is to be expected. Undeniably, we are told by the Unnamable itself: "I
amm all these voices" -- but that can easily be an object of doubt in a discourse that
perfectedd the practice of self-contradiction. Rather than in all-encompassing, unified
self-reflection,, the effects of subjectivity of the Unnamable (if it is still possible to
speakk about subjectivity; I will adhere to this notion for the moment but later on, as its
meaningg becomes clear, I will switch on to the notion of the subjectile) originate in a
multi-voicedd writing without hierarchy, that by definition cannot be mastered. To the
contrary,, the "I" (that not so much speaks as merely opens its mouth) is overpowered
byy its own words. "I am afraid, afraid what my words will do to me."415 This creates a
spheree of confrontation between the " I " (the one who appears to utter) and the
mutuallyy subversive multiplicity of voices that overpower the " I . " It is a case of
enforcedd ventriloquism:416 the one who appears to speak, does not. The Unnamable
iss explicit about this: "do they believe I believe it is I who am speaking? (...) It is not
mine,, I have none, I have no voice (...)."417
Thiss "autobiographic" but also "proteifomf nature of The Unnamable allows it
too question subjectivity from a position different from that of the subject. The
Unnamable,, as I have already said, is the "between," in other words precisely that
whichh precludes naming and thereby subjectifying (hence its being called the
Unnamable).. As the "between," the Unnamable, rather than a subject in the
traditionall sense is what Antonin Artaud, and Derrida after him, called a "subjectile." I
willl return to this later.
Lett us first have a closer look at the Unnamable's discourse. It is all about
speakingg and the impossibility of bringing the flow of words to a halt. The main
motivee that propels this flow of speech is the desire to go silent. The inability to
controll and overcome the voice is the essence of the 'T's complaint:

4155

Beckett, Trilogy, 305.
For "ventriloquism" see Steven Connor, Dumbstruck: A Cultural History of Ventriloquism (Oxford: Oxford
Universityy Press, 2002), 392.
4177
Beckett, Trilogy, 309.

4166
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Itt issues from me, it fills me, it clamours against my walls, it is not mine,
II can't stop it, I can't prevent it, from tearing me, racking me, assailing
me.418 8

Sincee the T's objective is to discontinue speaking, to cut short the comedy of
ventriloquism,, it focuses on how this could be attained: what is the condition of the
possibilityy of its own interruption?
Theree are two sorts of options to choose from. They describe in a nutshell two
itinerariess of inquiry that Beckett alternately pursued in his work. We might call them
"passive"" and "active." The "passive" options are grouped around the idea that the "I"
shouldd "renounce all," including the pronoun "I." "But enough of this cursed first
person,, it is really too red a herring. I'll get out of my depth if I am not careful. But
whatt then is the subject? (...) Bah, any old pronoun will do, provided one sees
throughh it. Matter of habit."419 "I shall not say ! again, ever again, it's too farcical. I
shalll put in its place, whenever I hear it, the third person, if I think of it."420 The gesture
off "renouncing all," where the "all" indicates the interest in a certain totality is the one
II have discussed in the previous chapter. Deleuze's reading of Beckett in terms of
exhaustingg the possible shows that the apparent "passivity" of this gesture conceals
aa pantheistic self-transformation.421 What the "passive" options ascribed to this
gesturee have in common is that the "I" seems not to be in any state to master the
situation.. Instead, it exhausts itself in trying to influence the situation in its favor. And
paradoxically,, in its exhaustion - or rather exhaustivity -- is its power.
Thee other option that would allow the Unnamable to terminate the flow of
speechh is one of mastery and control. In order to silence the clamor of voices the "I"
shouldd become the voices' owner, in order to saturate the flow of words with its (the
T's)) own intentions. Should the "I" identify itself, reject that which is its other and
therewithh take full possession of the speaking voice, say "I," it would be free to go
silent.. In other words, the possibility of going silent requires becoming a speaking
subjectt in the sense determined by philosophical reflection.
4188

Beckett, Trilogy, 303.
Beckett, Trilogy, 345.
Beckett, Trilogy, 358.
4211
Variations of this gesture of exhausting the possible are to "tell the truth," pronounce a secret formula, praise
itss "master" (on the hypothesis that there is one) in order to obtain forgiveness, or in general discharge an
unknownn to itself pensum so as to be released from the duty to speak? Yet even if this was the case it would not
makee it any easier, for the "I" knows neither what these things are: "all," "truth," "the formula," "the master," nor

4199

4200
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Itt is between those two options that the Unnamable, as the "between," is
situated.. We will see later on, that this "between," having "no thickness" is in fact
situatedd in the same way that the subjectile is, between an inside and an outside in
general.. But let us, in order to render the picture complete, consider the second of
thee options the Unnamable has at its disposal in order to fall silent: its possibility of
becomingg a subject.
Howw can this happen? Being a subject in the sense of a foundation requires a
self-presentt existence, as in the expression 'the speaking subject," where the
presentt participle indicates a synchronic, self-present action on the part of the
subject.. In other words the subject is the subject while speaking: in virtue of its being
self-presentt to itself in the moment of speaking. If a perfect immediacy is not
possible,, at least a perfect return might be: the subject hears-himself-speak and
takess possession and control of everything that is said. The assumption that the
spokenn words when heard by the one who utters them, return to their origin thus
describingg a full circle, lies at the basis of the notion of identity of the subject
examinedd by Beckett. In his analysis of the voice Beckett engages in a dialogue with
phenomenology,, showing that the voice, even in a solitary position, is never
immediatelyy present to the "I" that utters it. It must be noted that this is precisely one
off the conclusions of Derrida's own exchange with Husserl, to the point that some of
thee passages of Speech and Phenomena can be read as an elucidating re-wording
off the Unnamable's enigmatic statements. In this sense in his reading of Husserl,
Derridaa is rewriting, re-affirming Beckett's project of the investigation and critique of
thee self-present subject.
Inn his reading of the first of Husserl's Investigations Derrida has shown not
onlyy why it is essential for Husserl that the "I" is present to itself in the immediacy of a
consciouss act (again, because "[phenomenology can only make sense if a pure and
primordiall presentation is possible and given in the original"422 and this presentation
cann only be given to a self-present instance that is capable of receiving it "in the
original")) but also how Husserl is trying to ensure it. Husserl's discussion of the case
off "solitary mental life,"423 serves primarily to stabilize the otherwise precarious
"essentiall distinction" between indication and expression ("expressions function

whatt the "pensum" could consist in.
Derrida, Speech and Phenomena, 45; La voix et Ie phénomène, 50.
Edmund Husserl, Logical Investigations (London: Routledge, 1970), 190-191.

4222

4233
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meaningfullyy even in isolated mental life"424: solitary life is the only situation that
definitivelyy dismisses indication as "purposeless" and presents itself as a realm
reservedd for expression alone). However, the "solitary mental life," in virtue of being
thee realm of expression (and hence of the type of sign that can "function
meaningfully"" without recourse to signs, as a pure, unmediated transfer of sense
"indifferent"" to words), provides a situation in which the subject can be present to
itselff in the moment of "hearing-itself-speak." This non-mediated self-relation,425
calledd "auto-affection," is constitutive of the subject's relation to itself. In the "hearingoneself-speak"" that requires no detour through an other, the husserlian subject
experiencess its self-presence as evident. The "meaning of T is essentially realized in
thee immediate idea of one's own personality."426 Derrida has argued that this structure
iss "constitutive of the metaphysical privilege of speech. In the system of hearingoneself-speak,, the exteriority of the vocal signifier is experienced as effacing itself
entirelyy in the very moment of its utterance, with the effect that the subject of uttering
comess into an immediate relation with the full meaning of his speech."427 It is only at a
costt of this metaphysical penchant that Husserl can arrive at the subject's selfidentity4288 that is a necessary presupposition of phenomenology.429 In solitary speech

Husserl,, Logical Investigations^83.
Husserl was not the first to address the issue of self-relation. It is well known that throughout the history of
philosophyy the notions of subject and reflection go together: reflection (which includes the reflection on the
reflectingg self) thematizes and constitutes the subject and the subject in turn provides the foundation of all
possiblee knowledge. This was an approach taken by Descartes in what can be considered the first philosophical
attemptt to ground knowledge on the (doubting) subject. This constitutive gesture of self-doubt not only proved the
existencee of the thinking subject but also allowed philosophy to present itself as a self-founded, autonomous
discipline.. Yet this self-foundation was by no means uncontested or absolute since the subject remained forever
separatedd from the world of objects. And, as Kant has shown, from itself: the self-relation in Kant originates as a
resultt of the moment in which the subject turns itself into an object for itself. The self-relation of the subject being
secondaryy to the transcendental reflection, the thus constituted self remained ignorant of its own nature and
motivationss as thing-in-itself. Only with Hegel did subjectivity reach the absolute status and completion by
integratingg the world of objects into all-encompassing subjectivity ("absolute reflection" or "speculation"). Precisely
thiss qualification of subjectivity, as all encompassing and absolute (accentuated in a reception of Hegel through
thee 1933-39 lectures of Kojève) constitutes the focus of the critique of subjectivism that questions whether the
subjectt can declare itself independent of the external conditions of its own possibility and inquires what are the
ethicall consequences of such a notion of the subject. Especially in the sixties "people began to become interested
inn those places (...) where the (...) subjective form of the transcendental experience appeared to be more
constitutedconstituted than constitutive." Derrida, "'Eating Well' or the Calculation of the Subject," 263. L'lnnommable, writ
justt after the war and published in 1953 was in this sense a predecessor.
266
Edmund Husserl, Formal and Transcendental Logic, trans. Dorion Cairns (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1965),
316. .
4277
Gasché, The Tain of the Mirror, 231.
4288
Derrida paraphrases the functioning of the phenomenon of speech in Husserl's work in the following way:
"Phonicc signs (...) are heard (...) by the subject who proffers them in the absolute proximity of their present. The
subjectt does not have to pass forth beyond himself to be immediately affected by his expressive activity. My
wordss are 'alive' because they seem not to leave me: not to fall outside me, (...) not to cease to belong to me"
Derrida,, Speech and Phenomena, 76; La voix et Ie phénomène, 85.
4299
Derrida shows, in his thesis of 1954, Le Problème de la genese dans la philosophie de Husserl, that the
temporall experience posited by Husserl as the absolute constituting source contains an aporia. The fact that
retentionn (the constituted) is a part of the temporal experience (the constitutive source), the constituted precedes
thee constitutive that constitutes it.
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thee speaking subject exists simultaneously with its speech, in other words the subject
iss able to hear the spoken words at the very moment of their uttering and accompany
themm as a subject. That being the case, the subject would demonstrate its own
identityy just by saying " I " and establish itself as the unquestioned source of the
intuitivee constitution of the world.430
Thiss is precisely what Beckett questions, insisting on the irreducible difference
thatt (incidentally, more radically than Derrida, for whom the difference is both the
conditionn of impossibility and the condition of possibility of saying "I") makes it
impossiblee to say "I." The Unnamable's insistence on the impossibility of hearing or
seeingg itself, of return or "closing the circuit" addresses this originary difference.

Shalll I come upon my true countenance at last, bathing in a smile? I
havee the feeling I shall be spared this spectacle. At no moment do I
knoww what I'm talking about, nor of whom, nor of where, nor how, nor
why,, but I could employ fifty wretches for this sinister operation and still
bee short of a fifty-first, to close the circuit, that I know, without knowing
whatt it means. The essential is never to arrive anywhere, never to be
anywhere,, neither where Mahood is, nor where Worm is, nor where I
amm (...). The essential is to go on squirming forever at the end of the
line. .
II am he who will never be caught (...), I knew it, there might be a
hundredd of us and still we'd lack the hundred and first, we'll always be
shortt of me.431

Thee question in the above fragments can be rendered as "can I reach my self with
myy voice while speaking? Can I grasp my own subjectivity through this monologue?"
"Shalll I come upon my true countenance at last?" And the answer is negative: "I am
hee who will never be caught." At the moment I speak, I do not hear myself; and the
4300

Derrida has demonstrated in Speech and Phenomena that this "hearing-oneself-speak" is never pure, but
alwayss built on a more fundamental difference. The relation to the other and the relation to self are two
inseparablee aspects of the same moment, two poles between which the 'I' is suspended in endless movement.
Thiss functions just as in the case of a mirror reflection when two mirrors are facing each other, involving the
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att the same time I am the mirror in which the other, in whom I am reflected, is reflected in me, etc. No constitution
off the self is possible without this endless movement but with it, no constitution of the self is absolutely originary
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momentt I hear myself, the "I" that had once uttered what I hear has already passed
away.4322 Rather than an empirical observation, an irreducible difference is at the
bottomm of this reasoning. This difference should be seen as a constitutive delay (a
temporall one but also one of coding and decoding, of re-presentation), an inbetween,, which accounts for the fact that when we start listening to ourselves speak,
wee seem to lose the ability to speak. The Unnamable's confession "at no moment do
II know what I'm talking about, nor of whom, nor of where, nor how, nor why" sounds
farcicall (and justifiably so) but should also be taken in all its literality.
Inn order to identify itself, in order to give-itself-presence, the " I " must
overcomee this predicament, it must succeed in hearing itself speak and know that it is
thee "I" that speaks. This is why the Unnamable tries to rid itself of its alter ego, the
"voicee [that] continues to testify for me," in the hope that it could then experience a
momentt of self-presence and self-containment, of identity, in which " I " am "me":
"Hearr me! Be yourself again!" are the words of the voice that the Unnamable
experiencess as coming from a distance and thus mourning the impossibility of its
returnn to the state of self-presence and immediacy. Yet the " I " does not give up
easily:: it will use prosthesis if needed ~ the telephone line - in order to close the
circuit.circuit. To no avail: "I could employ fifty wretches for this sinister operation and still be
shortt of a fifty-first, to close the circuit." And, "there might be a hundred of us and still
we'dd lack the hundred and first, we'll always be short of me." Unable to close the
circuit,, not even by prosthesis, the Unnamable is doomed to end up "squirming
foreverr at the end of the line."
Thiss impossibility of "closing the circuit" testifying to the intransigent pursuit of
differencee marks the radicality of the Unnamable that even Derrida, despite being
guidedd by similar insights, cannot afford: Derrida needs both identity and difference in
orderr to assure the minimal stability of his argument. His demonstration that, in
Husserl,, hearing-oneself-speak in solitary speech requires exclusion of difference,433
doess not mean that, since it is impossible to radically exclude the difference, we
cannott let ourselves be guided by the opposed notions of presence or identity. To
believee that auto-affection comes full circle is to idealize its movement, to make a
4311

Beckett, Trilogy, 341-2.
This is not based on the empirical observation that the sound waves take time to reach my own ear for I can
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whilee spoken.)
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circlee from what is almost a circle - but this idealization is necessary. The movement
off deferral, just as the movement outside entails that the place of return will
necessarilyy be different from the place of departure - in time if not in space - so it will
also,, in a sense, be the same (it will hold a minimal identity). The ambition to produce
aa "proteiforrri' discourse that would dispense with the minimal requirements of
identity,, even an identity that is prosthetically established (via a detour, by letting an
otherr speak, a provisional and partial identification -- the latter so often being the
casee with Derrida), must always elude Derrida, since at the end of the day he
remainss a philosopher.
Nott only does the Unnamable not succeed in excluding the difference,
requiredd to hear-oneself-speak, but stronger even, the difference succeeds in
excludingg (almost) everything else. This, in a sense, is this novel's strength: the
movementt of difference is the necessary condition of all experience and thus of
thought,, speech, writing. Without this movement the "I" would know, think and say
nothing.. From the moment the "I" has started to experience, it has left behind the
positionn of identity. What happens when the difference is excluded can be seen in the
examplee of "Worm." "Worm" is one of the Unnamable's avatars, even though even
thiss fact is not left uncontested: "[l]f I were Worm I wouldn't know it, I wouldn't say it, I
wouldn'tt say anything. I'd be Worm."434 "Worm" is one of the two main incarnations of
thee "I" in The Unnamable. Let us have a closer look at them.
Thee voice, which guides us through The Unnamable, is most often attributed
too either Mahood or Worm. It is between them that the "I" shuttles, in its vain attempt
too establish its own identity. "[I]f I am Mahood, I am Worm too."435 Both names are
meaningfull for Beckett's project of questioning of the conditions of the possibility of
thee subject.
"Mahood"" is the embodiment of the gesture of substantialization that produces
thee subject, subject as substance, "my selfhood" or "minehood." (The suffix "hood,"
addedd after the substantive indicates the essence of the former substantive: the
motherhoodd as the essence of mother, manhood as the essence of man). Mahood,
contemplatingg "truth," "time" and "identity" is "me whom they have reduced to
reason:*™reason:*™ Mahood's first name, Basil, evokes "base" or "basis" i.e., that which

Beckett,, Trilogy, 350.
Beckett,, Trilogy, 340.
Beckett,, Trilogy, 340.
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underlies,, supports, like sub-stance or sub-ject. In other words it is the cognitive
subject,, and possibly more powerful than just the Cartesian ego cogito: through the
associationn with the Hegelian "Meinung," Mahood's "minehood" and his "timeabolishingg joys of impersonal and disinterested speculation"437 point the way to the
absolute,, totalizing speculation of the Phenomenology of Spirit.
Thee Worm is the opposite extreme of Mahood. It is a non-reflective, silent
"body,"" (Badiou calls it "le corps idiot"438) a living, spatially extended thing. I suggest
thatt one read the name "Worm" as a caique, a loan translation from the Latin "ubi

sum,sum,"since"since it sounds like the (incorrect) "where'm" in "where'm 17" fashioned af
thee correct proposition "where's he7"

Yes,, let us call that thing Worm, so as to exclaim, the sleight of hand
accomplished,, Oh look, life again, life everywhere and always, the life
that'ss on every tongue, the only possible! Poor Worm, who thought he
wass different, there he is in the madhouse for life. Where am P. That's
myy first question, after an age of listening.439

Takingg into consideration Beckett's fascination with homonyms (in this case
homophones),, Worm [where'm, ubi sum] is the name of the singular place that could
holdd something of a self-identity, the place without reflection, without difference:
"wheree I am" without an "I." "Where?" is the first word of The Unnamable, the text that
preparess and questions the arrival of the Worm. In this sense, this novel can be read
ass an attempted passage from "where" to "where am," from just a place to the place
inn which subjectivity originates. "[0]ne day I simply stayed in, in where, instead of
goingg out, in the old way, out to spend day and night as far away as possible, it
wasn'tt far. Perhaps that is how it began."440 "[I]f I were Worm I wouldn't know it, I
wouldn'tt say it, I wouldn't say anything. I'd be Worm."441 In other words, "if I were the
unmediatedd 'where I am' (without the mediation of the 'I') I wouldn't know it, I wouldn't
sayy it, I wouldn't say anything. I'd be where I am." Worm is thus the pure identity of a
substancee in space, incapable of reflection or communication. It cannot attain the
4377
Beckett, Trilogy, 54. At another place: "What can one do but speculate, speculate, until one hits onn the happy
speculation?"" (372).
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positionn of the subject for it is not capable of being aware of itself (a minimum of
differencee would be necessary for this). It is for this reason that we read in the
UnnamableUnnamable that the Worm cannot get born: "Mahood I couldn't die. Worm will I ever
gett born? It's the same problem."442
Thee problem with Mahood's speculative constitution is not that he cannot
returnn to himself, but that in the infinite movement of self-reflection he returns to
himselff absolutely, and eternally, which makes him unable to stop speaking - that is,
"die."" The Worm does not relate to itself at all. It thereby renounces from the
beginningg any possibility, however remote, of becoming aware of itself, and thus
gettingg "born." These two figures are actually, therefore, two sides of the same coin,
thee coin of self-reflection. But this is not where the story ends.

PiercingPiercing the Subjectile
Thee Unnamable, I indicated above, appearing in all its avatars, as both all and none
off them, reveals itself at a point as the constitutive difference that makes them
possible:: the "between." {We will see that this too is a temporary identification.)

[A]nn outside and an inside and me in the middle, perhaps that's what I
am,, the thing that divides the world in two, on the one side the outside,
onn the other the inside, that can be as thin as foil, I'm neither one side
norr the other, I'm in the middle, I'm the partition, I've two surfaces and
noo thickness, perhaps that's what I feel, myself vibrating, I'm the
tympanum,, on the one hand the mind on the other the world, I don't
belongg to either, it's not to me they're talking, it's not of me they're
talking443 3

Thee "I" speaks about itself as a "partition" with "no thickness," "thin as foil" (all those
wordss belong, and not accidentally, to the semantic field to which Derrida repeatedly

Beckett,, Trilogy, 350.
Beckett,, Trilogy, 355.
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takess recourse: think for example of the tinfoil, the "tain" of the "mirror" in Psyche™
andd also the hymen, the "between" {entre), the tympanon). In addition, for Beckett the
hymenn and the tympanon are substitutable "partitions": Molloy (the first part of The
TrilogyTrilogy that ends with The Unnamable) examines the possibility of "conceiving
throughh the ear." This "partition" is neither the "mind" nor the "world," neither the
subjectt nor the object, neither Mahood nor Worm and does not "belong to either"
(becausee it is constitutive of them). It can be placed everywhere. The "subjectile," the
wordd used by Artaud and by Derrida in a text on Artaud,445 means precisely this: a
universall partition. The latter text will turn out to be helpful in our reading of The

Unnamable.Unnamable. For indeed via his reading of Artaud, Derrida may be said to be rea
Beckett.446 6

Thee subjectile is ... not a subject (...) nor is it the object either, ...
nothingg (...) but a solidified interval between above and below, visible
andd invisible, before and behind, this side and that.447

Thee subjectile is "unnamable," we cannot say what it is - moreover Derrida rightly
posess the question whether "the question of "what" ha[s] any meaning for what is

betweenbetween this or that, whatever it /s?448 There are nonetheless things to be said about
thiss partition. "[MJyself vibrating, I'm the tympanum": the unnamable appears to be a
"membrane,"" which seems to bring us closer to the hypothesis that the Unnamable is
indeedd the "subjectile."449
Beingg neither the subject nor the object, the "partition" does however address
certainn effects of subjectivity. It functions as the intermediary between the subject
andd the object, in a way similar to how language functions for verbal expression or
thee canvas (or any other sort of surface) for drawing or painting. 45 It is the ground,
4444
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thee "support" for the work - or (this term does not appear in the text on Artaud)
"signature."" The subjectile so understood is not a work yet: the latter has to be
producedd by "perforating" the subjectile (also a word that Beckett and Derrida
share451).. As Derrida puts it, the "singularity of the event made work" has to be
markedd in the "body" of the "subjectilian wall."452 As the "neutral" "support of a
representation"" the subjectile must be 'traversed, pierced, penetrated in order to
havee done with the screen, that is, the inert support of representation."453
Iff this is the case, that the subjectile is merely a neutral surface, waiting to be
piercedd by the (subject's) signature, the hypothesis that the "I," the Unnamable is the
"partition"" appears now to be not precise enough: the Unnamable is that which must
penetratee the partition. Indeed, the whole adjacent rhetoric of the "violent obstetrics"
(Derridaa on Artaud454) - "difficult birth," "forceps," etc. (as well as that of "marriage"
thatt is, the hymen - be it with a characteristically Beckettian, impotent bent) - is
pervasivee in all of Beckett's work of that period.455 It seems at first as if exactly this, a
perforation,, is going to take place in The Unnamable: the " I " fantasizes that its
membranee is going to be pierced, that it will get an opening, a mouth:

II have no mouth (...) I'll grow one, a little hole at first, then wider and
wider,, deeper and deeper, the air will gush into me, and out a second
later,, howling.456

Butt then a doubt enters the picture: "but is it not rather too much to ask, (...) is it
reallyy politic?"457 This does not mean that the project is abandoned but that it begins
too reveal itself as impossible, for "substantial" reasons: towards the end of The
UnnamableUnnamable the membrane of representation turns out to be significantly transformed,

(sub-jectum)(sub-jectum) as a substance, a subject. (...) [A] surface, that of the wall or of wood, but already also that of paper,
off textiles and of the panel. A sort of skin with holes for pores" Derrida, "Maddening the Subjectile," 158/56.
cf. Derrida, "Maddening the Subjectile."; and Beckett's much-cited letter to Axel Kaun in Samuel Beckett,
DisjectaDisjecta {New York: Grove Press, 1984).
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intoo a solid ("wooden" in fact) "door" that remains "bolted" and thus cannot be
"traversedd or penetrated."
"It'ss the door that interests me, a wooden door, who bolted the door," says the
Unnamablee in a hilarious story (significantly, beginning with a "marriage" - that is,
"hymen"" - and ending with the impenetrable "wooden door") that, as we shall see,
onlyy seemingly stands in no connection to the rest of the discourse.458 The story, or
ratherr the door in it ("it's the door that interests me") is however more than just an
intermezzoo - the motif of the door so introduced will guide the rest of the novel. A few
sentencess further, the Unnamable compares words to doors:

II use them all, all the words they showed me, there were columns of
them,, (...) they were on the lists, with images opposite, I must have
forgottenn them, (...) these nameless images (...) these imageless
names,, these windows I should perhaps rather call doors.459

Theree is a continuity between the story and the rest of the Unnamable's
discourse:: after telling the story in which the house-doors are bolted after a man has
hangedd himself inside ("when she got back from the station she found the housedoorr bolted, who bolted it, he the better to hang himself or the mother-in-law the
betterr to take him down"460), the story-telling "I" reasons further as the hangman: "find
thee door, find the axe, perhaps it's a cord, for the neck, for the throat (...) perhaps it's
aa drop, find the door, open the door, drop, into the silence, it won't be I."461 These are
thee final pages of the novel, with the Unnamable's pursuit becoming more and more
urgent,, and the door-motif returns here with rhythmical precision: "to have them [i.e.,
"thee words that remain"] carry me into my story, (...) through the door, into the
silence"" (this and all further citations from page 418, the last: "it's the last words"),
"perhapss it's the door" "perhaps I'm at the door" "it's I now at the door" "what door,
what'ss a door doing here." And the closing statement:
4588
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perhapss they have said me already, perhaps they [i.e., "the words that
remain']] have carried me to the threshold of my story, before the door
thatt opens on my story, that would surprise me, if it opens, it will be I
(...)) I can't go on, I'll go on. (ibid.)

Thatt it was not possible to traverse the subjectilian wall must be the
conclusionn of this reading. The surface of the canvas (of language) did not give way.
Itt remained bolted. In Derridean terms this is to say that the subjectile has not been
markedd by the "singularity of the event made work." We witness a confession of
failuree at the end of The Unnamable that says something like "I have not marked the
subjectiliann wall. I have left no signature" (but also a proof of courage: "I'll go on").
Whosee confession is it? Did Beckett doubt his ability to "perforate language"? That
thiss had once been his ambition is unquestionable:

Too bore one hole after another in [language], until what lurks behind it bee it something or nothing - begins to seep through; I cannot imagine a
higherr goal for a writer today. ***

Beckettt is known to have with time given up this idea. We might conclude from this
thatt the last words of The Unnamable pronounce a verdict on the novel itself, The
UnnamableUnnamable as a failure, not able to become what Derrida calls the "singular
signature"" of the author. A case of unaccountable modesty or a firm persuasion
aboutt the nature of representation, the story of Beckett's interest in the subject,
subjectilee or subjective effects has not thereby come to its end. It remained an issue
thatt occupied Beckett for the rest of his life and yielded quite different linguistic
experiments,, not least his last prose work, Worstward Ho!
Thee above reading of The Unnamable as the expression of a failure to leave a
personall signature on the surface of the novel's language has one notable
consequence.. When Derrida says that for him "the great question is always the

Beckett,, Trilogy, 416.
Beckett,, Disjecta, 171-3.
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questionn who,'"*63 the question matters to him because without it we could not address
thee issues of responsibility: "responsibility cannot be other than the responsibility of

someone,"someone,"464464 and responsibility is a matter of signature. The "risk of irresponsib
literature"4655 lies precisely here:

Literaturee may call for the highest responsibility but it is also a
possibilityy of the worst betrayal

(...)

and dispossession

(...).

Fundamentally,, it's not me who signs, from the moment it has been
launchedd on the literary market it no longer comes from me.466

Whatt happens to responsibility in The Unnamable? In what way can the
subjectilee without a signature be responsible?

GatheringGathering and Responsibility

Too address this issue we must turn to an analysis of responsibility in Paul Ricoeur's
TimeTime and Narrative, a work that reserves a special place for Beckett's oeuvre, in the
sensee that Beckett's name stands for the limit case of Ricoeur's argument: Beckett's
workk functions there as the counterexample that must somehow be refuted or
neutralizedd in order for Ricoeur's argument to remain valid.
Lett us retrace the relevant part of Ricoeur's reasoning. As a part of its overall
projectt of demonstrating that the configuration of time by a (fictional) narrative
permitss a better understanding of temporality, the second volume of Time and

NarrativeNarrative is devoted to substantiating the claim that every narrative relies on some
minimall formal principle of configuration (the quasi-plot, the quasi-event and the
quasi-character). .
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[T]hee modern novel teaches us to extend the notion of an imitated or
representedd action to the point where we can say that a formal principle
off composition governs the series of changes affecting beings similar to
uss - be they individual or collective, the bearers of a proper name as in
thee nineteenth-century novel, or just designated by an initial (K) as in
Kafka,, or even, at the limit, unnamable as in Beckett.467

Similarly,, when, in the conclusions to the three-volume work as a whole, Ricoeur
returnss to this claim, insisting on "the persistence of the same formal principle of
configurationconfiguration even in those forms of composition of the novel apparently most
inclinedinclined towards schism,"466 it is enough to return to the pages of the second volume
off Time and Narrative to realize that in the above passage Ricoeur is referring
specificallyy to Beckett as the author whose works most powerfully challenge every
possiblee formal principle of configuration. Whereas 'lor the older forms of
modernism"" (Pound, Yeats, Eliot, Joyce), Ricoeur argues (relying on Kermode:
interestingly,, the whole argument succeeds in totally circumventing Beckett's work,
viaa this secondary source) that "the past remains a source of order, even when it is
ralliedd against and decried," for the newer, "schismatic" form, "order itself is what
mustt be denied." Samuel Beckett's work is here invoked in order to "illustrate" this
"shiftt towards schism." Beckett is "the perverse theologian of a world which has
sufferedd a Fall, experienced an Incarnation which changes all relations of past,
present,, and future, but which will not be redeemed."
Ricoeurr turns this apparent problem in favor of his argument by concluding: "in
thiss respect, Beckett preserves an ironic and parodie tie to Christian paradigms,
whosee order, even when inverted through the author's irony, preserves its
intelligibility,"" and (Ricoeur cites Kermode again) "whatever preserves intelligibility is
whatt prevents schism."469
Inn other words, according to Ricoeur, no work of fiction has been able to
dispensee with the tie to the paradigm of a quasi-plot. Even when we think that it is not
there,, it is, merely because of its "ironic or parodie" form that, it should be noted, can
4677
4688
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functionn as a paradigm itself (for example, the "parodie tie to Christian paradigms" in
Beckett).. On the one hand it is difficult to disagree with Ricoeur, for what he is saying
heree is actually quite a commonplace observation that there cannot be a schism
unrelatedd to what preceded it. On the other hand, we should perhaps be vigilant to
Kermode'ss warning that Beckett's schism was not ordinary but "perverse" and his
insistencee that Beckett's world "will not be redeemed."
Thiss view presents us with two related problems: the problem of the validity of
Ricoeur'ss interpretation of Beckett and the problem of the conclusions attached to
thiss interpretation. Let us have a look at the interpretation first.
Inn including, even in a marginalized way, The Unnamable in his set of literary
examples,, Ricoeur seems to suggest that it is possible to establish a self (for the
momentt I am leaving the questions regarding what Ricoeur will later call "ipseit/
aside470)) on the basis of the Unnamable's monologue. One way of forming an identity
whenn we have only a "perverse" narrative like the Unnamable's is, according to
Ricoeur,, by recourse to psychoanalysis (especially to the so called "re-working" Freudiann Durcharbeitung - of "case histories"), the goal of which is to "substitute for
thee bits and pieces of stories that are unintelligible as well as unbearable, a coherent
andd acceptable story, in which the analysand can recognize his of her constancy."471
Thee Unnamable can hardly be said to be unprepared for this suggestion:

it'ss all part of the same old irresistible baloney, namely, But my dear
man,, come, be reasonable, look, this is you, look at this photograph,
andd here's your file, no convictions, I assure you, come now, make an
effort,, at your age, to have no identity, it's a scandal, I assure you, look
att this photograph, what, you see nothing. At your age, no human
shape,, the pity of it, look, here's the photograph, you'll see, you'll be all
right,, what does it amount to, after all, a painful moment, on the
surface,, then peace, underneath, it's the only way, believe me, the only
wayy out.472

fictionfiction (New York: Oxford University Press, 1967), 115-116.
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Thee Unnamable clearly describes the prospect of substituting something "coherent"
andd "acceptable" for that which is "unintelligible" and "unbearable" as an assault on
himself:: "I too have the right to be shown impossible."473 It should be noted that what
thee Unnamable sees as its "right" is not merely to be impossible but also to be shown
ass such. Its impossibility should not disappear in the organizing function of mimesis.
AA sense of identity can hardly be derived from an existence that takes place in
differentt frequencies, or in different temporal dimensions, switching at random from
onee to another: "Mahood is silent, that is to say his voice continues but is no longer
renewed."4744 Furthermore, Ricoeur's suggestion that dates or historical evidence
alloww us to correct our narratives finds a response in the Unnamable's discourse:
"[t]hat'ss one of Mahood's favourite tricks, to produce ostensibly independent
testimonyy in support of my historical existence."475 The novel is precisely about that
whichh resists the ambitions of coherence and acceptability (but which, as the
subjectile,, as the originary difference, indeed stands at the basis of such notions).
Thee Ricoeur of Time and Narrative does not fail to recognize that "narrative
identityy is not a stable and seamless identity,"476 nonetheless, his use of the term
"identity"" (as in "narrative identity") must have led to the objection that the
Unnamable,, in its struggle to be "shown impossible," is perhaps not really a "being
similarr to us." It is perhaps for this reason that in the subsequently published (1992)
OneselfOneself as Another477 Ricoeur felt the need to clarify his argument by emphasizing
thee distinction between ipse- and idem- identity (or selfhood and identity, or selfconstancyy and "character") and by dividing the narrative identity into one of
"character"" (where ipse and idem are coextensive) and one of "self-constancy"
(wheree they are separate). Of the two, only the second would be identity in the
traditionall sense of an "unchanging core of the personality."478
Thee importance of the decision about whether or not we can find "narrative
identity"" in Beckett lies however somewhere else: to his thesis about the prevalence
off a formal principle of configuration in all narratives Ricoeur attaches certain
conclusionss regarding the way we take ethical decisions. For among the conclusions
off Time and Narrative we find not only the claim that by narrating one's own life
4733
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(ratherr than by mere self-reflection) one produces one's (narrative) identity but also
thatt this identity so defined enables us to make ethical decisions. According to
Ricoeur,, one's life-narrative not only functions as the matrix of identity, but also as
thee starting point and the ground in any moment of choice. In making decisions we
remainn faithful to our narratives in accordance with what Ricoeur calls "selfconstancy." "
Evenn if we assume that we can speak of a minimal narrative identity of the
Unnamablee (an argument that the reading of the Unnamable as the subjectile
providess such a formal principle of identity would be unjustified: the subjectile is
preciselyy that which resists the idea of identity), the question remains to what extent
wee can link this claim (about narrative identity in Beckett's work and in literary works
inn genera!) to ethical considerations.
Ricoeur'ss claim that "reading also includes a moment of impetus"479 - i.e., a

momentmoment of gathering together all past experience and making a decision: "here I
stand"4800 - is coextensive with Derrida's understanding of the signature as that which
gatherss (albeit always provisionally, never absolutely) and which tends to indicate its
signatoryy as the one who is responsible, calls the signatory to his responsibility. It is
nott a matter of choosing between an ethical decision as an event that stands on its
ownn and depends solely on a singular sensibility to a singular case or as one that
somehoww issues from the self's reworking of its life's narrative (and thus has
gatheringg as a starting point - which is not to say that it is derivative with respect to
it).. Rather, it is both. In other words, whether or not we think that an ethical decision
presupposess a subject who constitutes himself through gathering (archiving), the
decisionn itself, iterable as every event, multiplies itself in its iterability and gathers its
ownn iterations. There can be no genuine decision without this kind of hermeneutic
operationn of sorts that Derrida calls the "signature."
Iff decision presupposes gathering then literature, understood as gathering, is
alsoo a relevant field for addressing the issues of ethical decision - but in a sense
differentt from Ricoeur's. Derrida's "signature" (as opposed to Ricoeur's "moment of
impetus,"" that becomes the source of the responsible self) is not responsible in a

Ricoeur,, Time and Narrative, Vol.3. 249.
The question is whether this moment of impetus, this singular moment of decision indeed arises within the
narrativee experience or whether it is not something which is incorporated into it only afterwards: is it really so that
whenn faced with a decision we first summarize our life to ourselves, that the outcome is our "identity" and that the
actt of our decision will be in continuity with respect to that which has been summarized?
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straightforwardd way {it involves writing, with all its consequences: death,
disappropriation,, irresponsibility).

Myy signature is the moment of highest responsibility in a deep
irresponsibilityy ... usually interpreted as one's very own mark, it is
insteadd what I cannot appropriate, cannot make my own.481

Inn literature as "hyper-totalizing" everything can be gathered, or rather more than
that:: "everything-plus-n." At stake is always literature's overflowing, exceeding the
totality.. In this sense, analogously to the notion of "hyper-totalizing" Derrida says that
literaturee is "hyper-responsible":

II insist in general on the possibility of "saying everything" as a
prerogativee granted to literature in principle, not in order to emphasize
thee irresponsibility of the writer, of whoever signs literature but his

hyper-responsibility,hyper-responsibility, that is the fact that his responsibility is not
responsiblee to the already constituted instances.482

Inn other words, the responsibility of literature, entering the scene "before the law"
consistss in being responsible to the instances that are not yet there but only remain
too be set up. This can be read in a double way: literature is responsible to the laws
thatt it itself creates and constantly modifies, but in a more general sense literature is
responsiblee to the law of the future that is constantly deferred, its role being one of an
unappeasablee critique. In the latter sense, literature's role is coextensive, and Derrida
neverr fails to underline this, with that of democracy (a democracy that is also
constantlyy deferred as the "democracy to come" in the double sense of avenir and a
venir,venir, always still to come):
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thee institution of literature in the West, in its relatively modern form, is
linkedd to an authorization to say everything, and doubtless too to the
comingg about of the modern idea of democracy (...), it seems
inseparablee to me from what calls forth a democracy.483

Entrustingg the future to this "authorization to say everything" that is common to
Derrida'ss thinking of literature and democracy means living "in a promise" that is not
freee of risks. To expect responsibility from literature without accepting its prerogative
off possibly deceiving us in the worst way ("la pire trahison") would be to limit its
criticall function. In order to respond to the law that is not yet constituted, literature
mustt be able to "say everything," {tout dire) not only in the sense of freedom of
speechh required by the institution of democracy but also in the sense of hypertotalizingg (and hyper also means "beyond'), of exhausting the resources of what can
andd cannot be said. The hyper-responsibility of which Derrida speaks in referring to
literature,, as well as the gesture of hyper-totalizing, can only take place as the
gesturee that never ceases to be iterated: one must go on saying everything. It is in
thiss and only in this sense that we can speak of responsibility in Beckett's
Unnamable:Unnamable: "I can't go on I'll go on."484
Inn this chapter I have been trying to show how in a very similar way, up to a
point,, Derrida (starting with his early studies on Husserl) and Beckett (of The

Unnamable)Unnamable) destabilize the notion of the subject in order to address that unnam
differencee (the subjectile as language or as other surface that must be pierced) which
iss constitutive of the subject. However, whereas Derrida believes that it is possible to
revivee the subjectile that is "neutral" and "without life"485 by perforating it with a
singularr event of the signature, the Beckett of The Unnamable does not allow for any
suchh possibility.
Thiss reading demonstrates how extraordinarily close the discourses of Derrida
andd Beckett can be, and how true it is when Derrida says that Beckett is almost 'loo
close"" for him to be able to respond to. On the other hand, this has reinforced my
initiall presupposition that Beckett and Derrida differ significantly on the issue of
singularityy (the signature, the date, the singular event - these are all the things that
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Beckettt contests) and that, were Derrida ever to read Beckett he could not
circumventt this issue. Since Derrida's readings often consist in showing a blind spot
inn a literary work such a reading would probably have to demonstrate that the hidden
effectss of the signature, denied by Beckett, are nevertheless haunting his work.
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